Women&Wealth

EXPECT THE UNEXPECTED.

The time is now to take control of your finances.
A life-changing event will not wait until we are prepared.
Women have long faced unique challenges compared to those faced by men. Job loss, health issues, financial responsibilities
for relatives – these challenges are gender-agnostic. Yet study after study and countless personal experiences tell the same
story: women suffer disproportionately from unexpected events, and even more so in periods of economic downturn.
Yes, economic opportunities have improved in recent years for women. Yet, as the COVID-19 pandemic exposed in devastating
ways, long-standing issues continue to cause setbacks for women. Existing challenges have been magnified by the global crisis,
creating unsustainable pressure and forcing difficult choices.

W

omen are far more likely than men to consider
leaving the workforce in the wake of the
COVID-19 crisis.1 More women have been laid-off or
furloughed compared to men. Black women and women
of color are even more severely impacted professionally,
in addition dealing with the heavier toll that COVID-19
has taken on their communities.2
These setbacks can cost years of progress for women
professionally and financially, threatening long-term
financial security and independence.
A bold and adaptable financial plan is critical
as the foundation to rebuild, pivot, or recover
from a distressing event.
It’s important to understand the key factors that help
explain why women are at greater risk of forfeiting
financial security when dealt an unexpected change:
• L ONGER LIFE EXPECTANCIES

It is especially important for women to account for
their lifespan in planning for their financial future.
Even a couple of additional years carry large
implications on expenses, including health care
and long-term assistance. For those living with a
long-term partner or family member, there are
additional impacts of shouldering a greater portion
of housework and physically caring for someone else.

For many women, realistically assessing the likelihood
of longevity and the associated physical, financial, and
emotional costs can be the difference between living
on your own terms or in dependency.
•P
 ERSISTENT PAY GAP AND CAREER INTERRUPTION
Women make 82 cents for every dollar paid to men,3
and time they spend out of the workforce keeps their
salaries low. This has other implications including
lower Social Security benefits and slower debt payment.
The improvement to women’s earnings ratio varies
greatly by race, with Black and Latina women remaining
at the same gap rate for the past 30 years with no
improvement when they attain higher education.4
• S OLO LIVING

The odds are extremely likely that a woman will live
alone at some point in her life.5 Divorce rates have
been rising sharply, contributing to this trend. Adults
over 50 lead other age groups in the rate of increase
in divorces, doubling since the 1990s.6 “Gray divorce”
is particularly problematic for women, who are far
more likely to face economic insecurity. Widowers in
the same age group, on the other hand, are the most
advantaged singles.7 Whether by divorce or death,
women are far more likely to find themselves
suddenly single, and at a disadvantage.
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• U
 NDERSERVED BY FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS

Despite the recent economic impacts of COVID-19,
the growth of women’s wealth is projected to
outpace global wealth growth over the next few
years.8 Women may have better opportunities than
ever before to grow and accumulate wealth.
However, possessing money today does not
guarantee lasting wealth and financial security.
Access to resources, education, and advisors is the
beginning of a reliable financial foundation, and
these very building blocks have not been available
to women in the same way they have been for men.

Everyone should have a financial plan, but the
urgency for women and the impact it will have
cannot be overstated.

The process is simple, but the application is critical.
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Understand Your Financial Picture
We review your current financial picture with you
to establish a starting point and understand your
priorities. We have tools that can help with this,
including a full questionnaire, a financial planning
checklist to identify strengths and gaps, and a
budget worksheet to assess your spending needs.

Develop Your Plan
Once we understand your current situation
and your objectives, we can work together
on developing a plan. This is a partnership
where we establish your “baseline” scenario,
or a projection if you stay the current course.
From here, we work together to identify ways
to make the plan more solid and durable
across a wide range of possibilities. We look
for vulnerabilities in the plan that can be shored
up to lower the chance of future surprises.

OUR PLANNING APPROACH
While we cannot predict and prevent all the possible
changes you will face, we draw upon our deep expertise
and decades of experience to equip you with a financial
plan that is honest, resilient, adaptable, and most
importantly, wholly yours.

Alternate scenarios provide insight to the impact
of decisions, from big life decisions to small
adjustments such as moving to a different state,
retiring earlier or later, donating to charity over
your lifetime or in your estate planning.
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Monitor and Adapt
Once you have a financial plan in place, keeping it
up-to-date is key. We will review the assumptions
in your plan on an ongoing basis to ensure it
remains relevant. The good news is having the
framework in place helps tremendously if the
unexpected happens. You do not have to start
from scratch—you already have a framework.

A STARTING POINT
Thoughtful planning and preparation is our best guard
against the unexpected, and could be the difference
between a temporary setback and long-lasting financial
damage.
The checklist on the following page can help you get
started if you are facing changes, or serve as a general
financial health check-up.
Take charge of your finances and your future.

(continued on the next page)

FINANCIAL PLANNING CHECKLIST

For Transitions

1

What are the time-sensitive items after a change or transition?
Information access. Are there passwords and logins that you require access to, or need to change?
Update beneficiaries. Check the beneficiaries attached to bank and investment accounts, especially
retirement accounts (401(k)s, IRAs) as those beneficiaries override other estate planning documents
such as wills.
 et in touch with key contacts. In the event of a death, divorce, or other change, are the important and
G
time-sensitive contacts notified? This can include but is not limited to attorneys, accountants, credit card
companies, home and health insurance companies, benefits groups (update tax withholding), retirement plan
providers.

2

Do you know what you need to meet your expenses?
A
 ssess your spending. There are many tools available to estimate your spending. You can use credit card or
bank statements, online trackers, or a budget worksheet.
Update spending needs. Depending on the type of event or transition you are facing, consider whether
changes are needed. Examples include:
• Divorce - Consider how expenses are affected by divorce. Examples include alimony (whether you are

receiving or paying), increased childcare expenses, housing cost adjustments.

• Death of spouse - Income may change (i.e. Social Security, pensions) and some expenses may be reduced.

However, spending generally does not decrease by 50%. A more reasonable estimate is 80% of joint
spending that you should expect to still spend 80% of your joint spending levels.

• Changing or losing a job
• New child expected
• Sudden need to move homes
• Healthcare expenses for self or partner

3

Do you have enough in emergency savings?

Emergency savings are set aside to absorb the financial consequences of unexpected events. If you had such savings
in place, it should help soften a financial blow. After updating spending needs, it’s important to review whether your
emergency savings needs to be re-built.
D
 o you have an emergency or rainy day fund to meet an unexpected expense? A general rule of thumb is
to have 3-6 months’ worth of expenses available in accessible vehicles such as money markets or checking/
savings accounts. This way, you don’t have to sell other assets that may cause delays and higher taxes.
4

How does your debt situation look?

One of the best ways to strengthen your financial picture is to assess your debt. Some debt is positive while other
debts can damage your finances.
Gather all outstanding loans and determine the balance, interest rate, and tax treatment.
Identify contacts for each loan; make a plan to contact the bank and gather information on your options.
Identify opportunities to refinance a loan/debt.
Are there any loans with floating interest rates and potentially exposed to interest rate changes?
(continued on the next page)

FINANCIAL PLANNING CHECKLIST

For Transitions

5

Are you set up for saving and investing?
R
 eview your cash flow to understand your ability to save. See if your earnings exceed your expenses and by
how much. This will help determine how much flexibility you have to put money towards savings or investing.
Automate savings into investment, savings, and retirement accounts whenever possible.
S et a time to check in on your spending and cash flow on a schedule that works for you, whether every other
week or every 6 months.
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Do you have the right insurance in place?
Gather the most recent statement for each insurance policy.
 Review the policies. See if the original reason for the insurance is intact, and if the amount of coverage is still
appropriate.
 Determine if additional coverage is necessary.

Our Transitions Checklist serves as a starting point for a more comprehensive review of your financial situation. Please use
additional 1919 tools to help you in your financial planning journey:
• Financial Planning Questionnaire
• Personal Budget Worksheet

At 1919 Investment Counsel, we serve our clients by listening, learning, and responding to their needs. This enables us to
develop practical, actionable plans in collaboration with our clients. We are committed to listening before we prescribe and
apply our deep expertise to help our clients plan for their future and navigate difficult times.

Take control of your financial future, before the unexpected occurs.
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